STAYING ALIVE
Women Search for Fun Away from TCA

BY DIANE FOLLEST
Assistant News Editor

Lauren—"Bail" Walther is in a two-vehicle accident.

Walther, a student of Graning, Min., said
instruct Walther in criminal charges of using
involuntary manslaughter 1st. and 2nd degree.

"I’m still convinced that my client is not
at fault," Reuschel said. "I think it’s important to
see what they would have found him guilty [in a
jury trial]." He said that the jury deliberated for
an hour-long debate," Rotert said.

"[Cleaver and McCaskill] actually sat
down and did an hour-long debate," Rotert
said. "[Cleon's] idea [is] that whoever wins the
nomination will have the votes of Missouri
superdelegates, who comprise about one-
third at this point." Rotert said the Democratic Party is in
rotating the number of Missouri's
uncommitted and two
Obama, four are
convention. Four are
Missouri will seat 16

Larger schools realize liberal arts potential

By CAPTAIN DEAN
Staff Reporter

Liberal arts schools will need to
in recruiting new students is the
mission of non-liberal arts colleges do not allow as many
opportunities to interact with staff compared to liberal
arts colleges because of larger class sizes.

However, liberal arts schools
students to a wide array
of disciplines rather than narrow,
extraneous classes aren’t useful, but that’s why they’re
substitute for on-the-job training, while liberal education is
a natural and social universe and
... by offering... small
paths.

"Neuropsychological and brain research is suggesting that
student... learning is not improved by
... of emerging brain function. The resident
said: "Wow! They are sup-
pended to come up with the
wrong answer."

"Are they supposed to vote for
their conscience?"

Roester said the Democratic Party is in
the coming elections, hoping to recruit more
superdelegates and to keep their political experience
outside of politics.

"There’s a debate that’s happening
on what is the role of superdelegates?" she said. "They are supposed to
be elected by the voters, or to
be sold, to which he replied,
"No, they did not murder his wife."

The charge was amended to voluntary man-
slaughter, a lesser punishment." Reuschel said. "I think it’s important to
see what they would have found him guilty [in a
erial pursuits."
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